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ABSTRACT

FP-Growth Algorithm and Hash Based Algorithm is subgroup from Association Rule Algorithm, where the function is for determine the data association or Itemset which often appear concurrently in the data collection. The different between FP-Growth Algorithm and Hash Based Algorithm is the process of algorithm completion, where FP-Growth Algorithm use Tree and Hash Based Algorithm use Hash Table.

FP-Growth Algorithm in application contains 2 iteration, where in first iteration select items that have frequent more than min support value. And next step is order items in transaction. Then show FP-Tree Simulation, after that FP-Growth Algorithm began selecting items that frequently appear together with the use of FP-Tree. And from the process can get the result. Hash Based Algorithm contains 3 iteration, where in first iteration select items that have frequent more than min support value. Second iteration is input Itemset 2 Item to the Hash Table based on Hash Bucket Formula and selection Itemset 2 Item that have frequent more than min support value. The third iteration is show Itemset 3 Item that have frequent more than min support value.

This application aims to help users in the process of completion of the FP-Growth Algorithm and Hash Based Algorithm, both in time optimization and process optimization. Other than that this application can help the user in learning FP-Growth Algorithm and Hash Based Algorithm, because in this application there is also explanation of the steps of the program.
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